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Drama exercises and games

Games with names

Ball with name
People go around the room. Professor passes the
ball to another person in the room and tells his
name. Then that person throws the ball to
someone else and says its name, and so on. The
game continues until everyone has thrown the
ball once. Then explain to players that they must
say the name of the person to whom they throw
the ball, and then they must say the name of the
person that they want to receive it the next time.
This game gradually turns into a complex test of
memory and concentration.

Names circle
Participants sit in a circle. Each person, in turn,
enters the circle and says their name while doing
an action (e.g. jumping in one foot etc.). The
action can say something about them, something
about what hobbies they have or what they feel
at that moment, or just what they have in mind.
Once they have done this go to their place in the
circle and the rest of the participants copy the
action. If it is a scream, laugh or stumble, the
action must be copied as it is. It is important that
participants in this game does not take
advantage of this game to put the others
participants in ridiculous positions. Once the
action has been copied, the next person enters
the circle and continues until everyone has made
a round of the game.

Memory test
Participants sit in a circle. The first person starts
the game by saying their name. The person to
his left also says his name, then the name of the
person on his right. As far as the game
progresses, each person has to introduce another
person than the one before it. For example:
1) I am Diana.
2) I'm John and she is Diana.
3) I'm Veronica and they are John and Diana.
The game continues until it returns to the first
person in our example Diana, which should
introduce the whole class.
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Motion games

Fruit bowl
Participant group sits in a circle on chairs. Ask a
person to stand in the middle of the circles. Give
each person including the person in the circle a
name of fruit: apple, then orange, banana, kiwi.
Then the person in the circle says a fruit out of
the four. After which all that are the fruit named
leaves the chair and try to sit on one of the free
chairs. Meanwhile the person in the middle is
trying to occupy an empty spot in the circle. The
last person left standing is in the middle and
says fruit bowl when everyone has to find a free
space. Participants are not allowed to return to
the seat that they left or to sit on the seats next
to them.

Do you like your partner?
Settlement similar to the above, sitting on chairs
in a circle with one person in the middle of the
circle. This person chooses someone else and
asks: "Do you like playing partners?" The term
partners refer to people on the left and right of
each participant. That person can give three
answers:
a) I like both. In this case, the two participants
change their places between each other.
b) I like (name) but I do not like (name) and I
want to trade places with (name). In this case,
one of the partners does not move, and the other
changes place with someone else.
c) I do not like any of the partners of the game
and I want to trade places with (name) and
(name). In this case, the two partners’ trade
places with two other participants in the game.
When a place is open, the person in the circle is
trying to take it before someone else will do it.
The last person left standing is sitting in a circle
and the game continues.

Beating the knee
Two by two, the partners face each other, with
knees covered by the hands. The knees that are
not covered are unguarded. The purpose of this
exercise is to touch the knees of the opponents
as often as possible, taking care not to be
touched on your knees. Set a specific time
period of about 30 seconds and then give them
time to find another partner.

Pip, Squeak & Wilfred
Sitting in a circle, the participants are called Pip,
Squeak and Wilfred. The coordinator of the
game shouts one of the names above, and those
who wear the name start to walk clockwise
around the circle. If the coordinator of the game
is shouting “run”, the participant increases
speed. When the coordinator screams "home",
participant has to reach its original position, but
he must move in the same direction. The last
person to get to the initial place in the circle is
out of the game. The game continues and the
coordinator should combine two or more names
to complicate the game and find a winner.

Race numbers
Divide the group into two and form two parallel
lines facing each other. The game coordinator
numbers each line, so that two participants
diagonally from one of the two lines have the
same number. The coordinator is placing a chair
between the two lines, on which is a scarf, then
the coordinator says a number. A person of any
two rows, is trying to get the scarf and to come
as quickly in his place, or is trying to touch the
opponent that has the scarf. The winner receives
one point. The coordinator sets a limit for points
to be won by a team.
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Cat and mouse
The group is divided into two concentric circles,
so that all those in the inner circle to have
someone in the back. Circle should be quite
spacious. Two people will be the cat and the
mouse, which will start to run in different
directions. Cat should chase and try to catch the
mouse. If this happens, then the roles are
reversed.

Giants, Goblins & Wizards
This game is a version of paper, rock and
scissors. The group is divided in two, and placed
in opposite places in the room. Then, each half
decides whether they are giants, goblins and
wizards. Then they sit fate to face with the other
group. When both groups are prepared, they
advance to meet the other group near the
middle. Then they clap their hands three times,
and then they make their character specific
action.
- If there are giants, they beat their hands in the
air and say Fe, Fi, Fo, Fum.
- If they are wizards, they raise their hands in
the air and say Abracadabra.
- If they are goblins they kneel, put their hands
on their head and snap his fingers and then say
Pic, poc, Pac.
Giants “beat” the wizards for stepping over
them. Wizards “beat” the goblins because they
make them disappear and the goblins "beat" the
giants because they curl up becoming a ball and
the giants fall down. The winning team chases
the team that lost and tries to catch them before
they reach their place. Those who were caught
go to the other team.

Sculpture of shadows
Participants are divided into groups of 8-10 and
have one minute to carve a form required by the
game coordinator. E.G.: a fish, a horse with
jockey on the side, helicopter etc. No chairs or
tables can be used, but all group members
should help shape formation. When time has
expired, the game coordinator asks to submit the
form carved in turns.
Variations: Have them carve scenes with many
people (e.g. a wedding, a party).

Sculpture of emotions
In pairs, the participants are asked to carve their
partner in a form that symbolizes a feeling, an
emotion. It's a good idea to make contrast
between them (e.g. joy & sorrow, rich & poor).
Once the sculpture was finished, the sculptors
are asked to step back and look at the various
forms that they have made.

Laughing game
A person is lying on his back, parallel to one of
the walls of the room. The next person's head is
on the stomach of the first person. Next sits on
the stomach of the second person and so on until
everyone lie down. The first person starts by
saying "Ha". Next person says "Ha, Ha" and so
on. This is a good exercise for relaxation of
people, ended with an "explosion" of laughter
and giggles. If you want to add an item to
concentrate, you can try to play without
laughing.

Tying the knot
Divide the class into groups of 7/8 people. Ask
them to sit in a circle, shoulder to shoulder.
Each person will put his left hand in a circle and
will hold hands to someone else, as if shaking
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hands. If it is an odd number, at this time a
person will be freehand. After that will be with
the right hand in a circle and will shake hands
with someone. The group should be advised not
to shake hands with someone next to him. Once
you have done this the group has to "unravel"
but not give way to the hand. You might need to
loosen the connection, but we must not give
way to the hands. The important thing in this
game is that they need to talk among themselves
when they make a move, otherwise someone
could be hit quite easily.

Boff's game
The group should sit in a big circle, facing the
circle, and in the middle of the circle is a chair.
A person sits in the middle of the circle with a
rolled-up newspaper in hand called Boff.
The person in the circle (A) goes around, in the
outside of the circle and touches someone (B) at
the bottom. (A) runs into the circle and leave the
newspaper on the chair, gets out of the circle
through the player's (B) place and runs in a
clockwise direction around the circle and comes
back at the player (B).
Meanwhile, player (B) runs, takes the
newspaper and goes through his place and runs
after the player (A) around the circle.
If (A) reaches its place, (B) choose someone
else and repeat the game. If (B) succeeded to
touch the paper while chasing him around the
circle, the paper reaches the player (A), which
chooses someone else and the player (B) is back
in his place. If at any time Boff (newspaper)
falls from the chair, he will be replaced by the
one who put it on the chair, which means you do
not have a great start to the game for both the
aiming and one that is chased are on the same
chair.

Circle the action
Participants sit in a circle, facing clockwise. The
game coordinator, which is also in a circle,
starts by running a simple sound and action.
This movement does not have to mean anything.
The person in front of the coordinator looks
over his shoulder and is noticing the movement
and tries to copy that action as quickly and
accurately as possible. This continues around
the circle. It is important that the participants to
follow the person who is directly before him,
than the one six positions behind him. It also
should be noted that the movement or the sound
should not be copied as the first person, but you
must copy the changes.
A simpler version includes hands clapped once,
in an attempt to move in a circle as fast as
possible. It is a good idea to start playing with
this exercise.

Walking in time
Start the game by asking participants to walk
around the room without touching someone.
Encourage them to go as before, side or back.
During the game they should not talk. Then put
them in groups of 5, 7, 14 etc.. Also you can ask
them to go in different forms e.g.: circle,
triangle, arrowhead, etc..

What are you doing?
Participants sit in a circle. The game coordinator
will require a person to enter into the circle and
execute an action representing irony. Another
person enters and asks: "What are you doing?".
Then the person asked, will answer through
another action (e.g. singing in the shower) and
the other participants have to execute it.
Immediately someone enters the circle and the
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exercise continues along the circle until
everyone participated.

Magic items
Sitting in a circle, one person starts the game
holding an object e.g. a scarf, and mimics what
else could be e.g. a bandage. Once the mime
was guessed from the group, the object is given
to another person, who mimics another thing
e.g. a wig, a lace etc.
Magic fish
This is a game similar to the previous one. The
participants sit in a large circle. A person stands
in the middle of the circle and begins to beat his
hands slightly. The object is given to a person
who is part of the circle, which will perform a
mime. While the mime is done, who sits in
circles goes easy on him. If the mimic is
guessed, the person in the middle starts to go
slightly to the others. However, if the person in
the middle while going around the circle is
touching one person, then the person touched
must take his place and sit in the circle.

Fishing rod
The group sits in a part of the room, number so
4 or 5 go at once. The game coordinator shouts
a body part that participants must draw along
class, like someone has fishing net. Do this a
few times, and then put them in two lines in
different corners of the room pulling to one side
or another. Repeat but this time to be closer to
each other.

Points of contact
The participants are divided into groups of 6/8
persons. The game coordinator explains that the
contact point is a leg, an arm or a knee. Then the
coordinator shouts a number, and the group
must ensure that they have at least that number
of contacts and all of them should reach another
member of his team.

Building machine
It is a very simple game but can be very
effective. In groups of 5/6, the participants
should create a machine that can make objects
e.g.: a surfboard. A person could cut a piece of

wood, next to polish it, next to paint it white,
next to stick different pictures and the last
person to test it. Each person must make an
action and a noise that are repeated, and the
group must have a good sense of rhythm so that
each stage to last as long as the previous. Now
try to develop an office machine or a home. The
idea is that everyday actions are made more
mechanical.
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Concentration

Bing Bong Name
The group sits in a circle. The game coordinator
begins by saying Bing, the person on his left
says Bong and the next says his name. The
game continues with Bing, Bong, Name along
the circle until someone says something wrong,
or mistakes their name, or pause too long. If this
happens, he is out of the game and the person to
his left starts with Bing and restarts the game.
The last person left in the game is the winner.
You can complicate the game adding Bing,
bong, Bing, bang, name, etc.

1, 2, 3
Arrange the group into pairs. The first person
says 1, the second 2, the first 3, the second 1,
etc.. Idea is to continue without making
mistakes. After you finished making this the
game coordinator can gradually introduce each
of the following ideas:
a) Touch your head slightly when you say 1.
b) Tap your feet when you say 3.
c) Don’t say 1, only touch your head.
d) Don’t say 3; just slightly tap your feet.
e) Alternating movements of the hands and feet,
which they use in the game.

Keys master
The participants sit in a circle and one person in
the middle is blindfolded. Several keys are
located under the seat. The game coordinator
chooses a person that should try to go along the
circle, then in the circle and to try to get the
keys and then to go to his place. If the person in
the circle hears the motion, may indicate the
direction from which the noise is heard. If the
direction is correct, then the person goes out and
the person in the middle remains to keep the

keys. If the direction is wrong, or the keys are
stolen, the master of the keys is changed.

Look, nod your head, go
The participants sit in a circle. One participant
starts the game by looking at another participant
in the circle. When the participant sees the look
he nods. Once this happened, the first person
can go to the person he looked at. A second
person is looking at someone else. This game is
complicated and takes a while to the participants
to get used to it. If this is possible it may be that
multiple people to look at each other.

Mirror
In pairs. Participants are one meter away from
each other, hands in front, hand in hand, but it is
important not to touch. A person (A) is chosen
to be the reflection of the other, so (A) is
leading, the other is copying. It is important for
the team to work together. The aim is for them
to focuses so as not to be noted who of the two
is leading. After a while the game coordinator
reverses the roles. Variation: Try dialogue in the
mirror, when one leads, the other trying to copy
exactly.

Find the game coordinator
The participants sit in a circle. One person
leaves the room and the game coordinator
chooses someone else in his place. When the
person re-enters the room, the whole group
starts to clap, after, the game coordinator action
or volume change. The one that came out is
allowed to guess three times who the
coordinator of the game is.

Murder
The participants sit in a circle. A participant
leaves the circle and close his eyes or turns
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away (he is "Detective"). The game coordinator
chooses another participant, which will be
"killer". Then the detective is back in the circle
and sites in the middle. "Killer" must sign with
one eye to the persons from the circle, but
without being seen by a detective. When a
participant sees the sign from the “killer” he is
"dead". The "dead" participant is out of play
until a new game starts.
Suggest to the participants not to stare at the
"killer", waiting to be "killed". "Detective" has
three chances to guess the "killer". If the “killer”
is not guessed, two other participants are
elected, and the game starts again. (Participants
"dead" live again)

Zip, Zap, Poc
Participants sit in a circle. The game coordinator
explains that each participant has a ball of
energy that can be passed to the left through the
indication of left hand saying zip, or right with
your right hand, saying zap. Finally it can be
thrown in a circle holding hands in the form of
rifle shooting bang. It is important that the
thrown to be clear to someone else, otherwise
the game ends.
Variation: You can also add fruit name in the
vocabulary. If this is specified, everyone must
run and find a new seating. When everyone sits
down, the game can restart.

Start, Stop
The game should be done in silence. The group
goes in different directions, making eye contact
with every person they pass by. The group must
have the same rhythm, the same feelings. The
game is played at the direction of the game
coordinator. The participants must be aware of
everyone, not just the person to their left or
right. Tell the group to speed up to a jog, then

decrease speed to a complete stop. All these
things must be done simultaneously. Then give
them instructions such as sit down, stand, walk,
etc.

Mexican wave
Arrange the group so that participants stand in
two lines facing each other. A line consists only
of even numbers and other line only odd
numbers. The person with number 1 starts to
meow (make sounds like a cat). The person with
number 2 (opposite number 1) copy action.
Number 3 copies number 2, number 4 copies
number 3, and so on until the end of the line.
Repeat this several times, taking care that all
make the same move. Make sure that everyone
will remember the person that they are copying
and who is the last person in line. Now separate
the lines. Everyone has to go through the room
in any direction without the need to follow the
person that they have to copy, but taking care
where that person is. Group reaches when they
need to stand still. Number 1 is making an
action which is copied as before until the last
person is making the action. When the last
person stops, all have to start walking again.
Variations:
- When the action is done, each person turns to
the participants.
- Action to be done like they attend a funeral.
- As if they are ashamed.
- Change the action: passed out, scoring a goal
(football match) etc..
- Each person has to find a way to carry out the
action in a different way.

Look down, look up
The participants sit in a circle. The game
coordinator shouts "look down" and the group
does so. Then the coordinator shouts "look up"
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and the group does this, but they have to make
eye contact with someone in the circle. If eye
contact has been made the two people sit down.
If one looks at more than one person, it goes out
of play. Continue the game until everyone has
left the game.

Alignment
Six people line up on stage, being numbered.
Person number one is looking towards the
public. The rest in the line look at number 1.
Note that the number one manages to keep the
public focus.
If one looks at the number 2, the public looks at
number 2. Encourage the group to practice
working with focus, concentration. Now add
emotional content E.G. number 1 sees
something scary behind the public and reacts to
this. None of the other notices this. To increase
the tension, number one passes the localizer to
number 2, which is more frightened. This
continues until the end of the line. Tension and
reactions should increase. The participants are
allowed to use noise or voice, but are not
allowed to use words. Experiment with different
emotions.

Escape
This game uses the same technique to the above
exercise. Divide the room into groups of 5/6
people. Each group stands in a different corner
of the room. They are prisoners who have to
escape via room. Only one person has freedom
of movement, others can only do three steps. So
number one can move after looking at the
number 2 so it can move, etc. Continue to do
this until you reach the other end of the room.
Try to improvise: e.g. Thieves go into a house,
etc.

Scene
Half of the group is public. The other half on the
other side of the chamber are numbered from 1-
3. All are number one sentence say "I am
strong", number 2 "I am beautiful", number 3 "I
have a secret".
Now they enter and leave the place saying their
sentence how they please. They can do what
they want before they say the sentence, so as to
preserve the public's attention, but after saying
its sentence they must leave the scene.
Now try to align the group behind the camera.
Everyone can tell their sentence once. Everyone
can sing, dance, speak in whisper, jump up, etc.
and may be in any order. The idea is to try as
many ways to grab public attention. After that
tell them to tell their sentence how often they
want. At the end ask the audience witch one was
able to grab their attention the most.
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Stories

Stories of a single word
Participants tell a story along the circle but they
are allowed to contribute with only a single
word. It's a good idea to encourage them to tell
strange stories, but they have to try to
incorporate all the ideas and not to forget
anything that was said.
Variation: Prohibit the use of some words.

Stories from a sentence
The game coordinator is numbering the room.
Then he starts the story and decides issues that
participants must follow. At the end of the
sentence the game coordinator shouts a number,
and the person that has that number continues
the story. When the story is near the end the
coordinator shouts a number and that person
must finish the story.

Bowl with stories
The participants sit in a circle and one person in
the middle of the circle. The participants will be
given a name of a fruit. The person in the
middle begins the story mentioning any of the
above said fruits and the one with the name of
the fruit starts to run. Last person standing in
place goes in the circle and ends the story.

Interrogation
Two people stand as they would be in an
interrogation room. One is the guard (A), and
the other is a criminal suspect (B). (B) is
interrogated by (A) about what happened at the
scene. Once the scene was described e.g. the
criminal planning a murder etc. the interrogation
continues.
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Improvisation

Cliff-hanger
The game coordinator chooses two people to
start the scene. Once the improvisation
progresses either the game coordinator or
another participant shouts STOP. At this point
the two are standing still. When a participant
enters between the two participants, he easily
beats the shoulder of one of the two, which is
the sign that he has to leave the improvisation.
The new actor starts a different scene with the
other actor, before someone else shouts and
stops the scene. Variation: It might be easier to
ask the participants to create a sense quite
different from the first stage.

Questions
Two people have to improvise a scene using
only questions. If one of them says a statement
they stop and go and sit. The game coordinator
chooses two other participants and the game
continues.

Improvisation in the game of tennis
The participants sit in a circle. A tennis ball is
thrown into the circle. If it is a bad throw and
the ball is dropped, the people responsible for
this have to improvise a scene in the middle of
the circle. The scene may have 1, 2 or more
participants. If it is a good throw the coordinator
can raise the difficulty e.g. with one hand,
standing on one foot, etc.

Improvisation of replicas
Participant sit with their eyes closed, while the
game coordinator pats on the shoulder of 2/3
participant who start the game. If participant are
touched, they must stand still. When all the
participants are touched, the game coordinator
shouts STOP. The participants comes together

to form pairs, after which the coordinator gives
the start of an improvisation scene. After a
while, the game coordinator stops the
improvisation and the game starts again.

Out of the chair
The game coordinator puts a chair in the middle
of the circle; one participant will be sitting on it.
Participants are approaching him one at a time,
trying to convince him to get of the chair. It is
important that the person on the chair helps to
the developing of the improvisation. If someone
manages to convince him to get of the chair and
that participant will sits on the chair and the
game continues.

Shouts game
The game coordinator is numbering the
participants, and then he puts two chairs in the
middle of the circle facing each other. The game
coordinator shouts two numbers who will stay
on the two chairs, and then he says: "On your
mark, get set, go". At the signal the participants
start screaming at each other. Participants are
not allowed to take a break, to touch each other,
to rise from the chair or to say something
personal about the other person. If they do not
keep one of the above rules, he is out of the
game and replaced by a new participant.

The combination of words
This is a very good exercise for developing and
understanding the spontaneous improvisation,
encouraging participants to accept the ideas of
others and respect them. The participants sit in a
circle and the game coordinator starts the game
by saying a word. Then, the person on the right /
left has to think of another word that has to do
with that word. The game continues along the
circle, each person has to try to find a link to the
previous word (e.g. pen, paper, right, wrong,
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answer, questions, etc.). If someone can not find
a word that relates to the previous one, he is out
of the game or the game restarts. The words are
not allowed to be repeated.

Snow ball
The aim of the game is that participants become
involved in the same scene. With a pat on the
shoulder the game coordinator is choosing not
more than two people in a circle, after that he
shouts "do not move", after that is called a new
player that will join the first two. He will start
an improvisation in three players. After the next
"do not move" there will be four people
involved in the improvisation and so on until all
will be involved in the same improvisation.

One or all
The game is similar to the one above except that
the scene does not change every time someone
comes in play. However, it is important that the
scene to be developed and should not be an
argument. When entering of a new participant in
the game, try to emphasize the importance of
listening and responding to the involved
characters.

Exchange of improvisation
The participants sit in pairs. They are called (A)
and (B). Participants who are (A), gather in the
middle of the room, forming a circle, facing
outwards the circle. The participants with (B)
stay on the opposite side of (A) participants, so
as to form two concentric circles. Participants
who are (A) began to improvise a scene. After a
while all those who are (A) move by a person to
their left and those with (B) do the same thing,
move to the left (which is the opposite
direction). Now they have formed new pairs,
and continue the exercise.

Cat & Mouse
This game is a combination of the above games.
The game is played until the game coordinator
shouts stop. Participants are pairs on two lines
face to face. When the game coordinator shouts
stop, the two lines improvise a scene. Cat and
mouse improvise a scene together. This
continues until the game coordinator shouts
START, when the cat and mouse continue with
what they were doing earlier.

Chain of arguments / complaints
Two people stand in the middle of a circle. A
person starts an argument and he develops it
until the game coordinator shouts "change".
When this happens, the person who started the
argument goes out of the circle, and the next
person enters the circle and begins arguing on a
theme different from the argument. The game
continues until all participants in the game were
once in the circle.

ABC
The participants sit in pairs. The game
coordinator gives each pair a different character
and a situation e.g.: You are a police officer and
a motorcyclist. The motorcyclist parked in a
prohibited place. Then the pair improvises a
scene, but the first sentence should begin with
the letter A, their partner with B, then first start
with the letter C and so on until they start
sentences with all the letters of the alphabet.
The game coordinator may request to begin with
a letter and continue until they return to it. The
longer are the sentences the simpler will be the
exercise. It is also important teamwork eg:
A: Yes, many animals have escaped from the
zoo.
B: Is it true? But how did they manage to
escape?
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C: Very simple. All caregivers were at lunch.

Synchronized interview
The game coordinator picks 4 participants. 3 of
them behave as if they were one person. They
are sitting in exactly the same position, and the
answers to questions will be of the form "I" not
"we", and spoken simultaneously. The 4th child
is the reporter. The three appear at a talk show
to advertise their book. The game coordinator or
other member of the group is asking about the
title and subject of the book.
The reporter makes an introduction and then
starts asking questions. The person close to the
reporter says the first word and the other two
continue until they get back to first person. The
rest of the participants can ask questions, but the
reporter must keep the role. At the end of the
discussion, the reporter thanks to the guests and
invites viewers to an upcoming show about
unusual activity.

Alien translator
It is important to be an even number, so to this
exercise can participate or not, the coordinator
of the game as well. The game coordinator
explains that half of those present are aliens.
Fortunately the other half understands
everything the aliens say. The coordinator gives
them an activity that should be explained e.g.
playing football, getting down of a tree a cat etc.
The coordinator chooses someone to start the
game. That speaks nonsense while doing an
action that can help the rest of the group. E.g.:
a) Blobon e stin shlip ddee Galupa pintas
(mimics smelling in the air). Once he does this,
the person left to him copies the action and
translates what the alien said.
b) First he needs to verify that there are no cats
nearby. Encourage participants to be intelligent.

Whatever he says must be related to what they
do. The reason that it must be an even number
in this exercise is that when the game continues
along the circle, the second time the role is
reversed.

Repeated action
This is a pretty complicated game. The
participants are divided into small groups of 3/4
people. The game coordinator establishes a
location, and then small groups improvise a
scene. Then the coordinator asks that the stage
is repeated, but this time in the same scene, they
use the vocabulary of a person nearby. For
example, if the scene takes place at a restaurant,
the boss is calling the head waiter, the waiter is
calling the client and the client calls the boss.
While this happens, everyone should try to keep
the character.

Crime, arrangements, weapons
4 participants come out of class. When, the
participants decide an action for murder,
arrangements and a weapon for murder. To the
first who enters the room they specify the three
ideas. Then he / she must mimic these ideas to
the next person entering. It is a good idea to
mimic using objects to the second person to see
if he understood correctly. If he doesn’t
understand, first participant will take the object
back and mimics the object again, or mimic
something else. Once the second person begins
to mimic arrangements continues until the third
object is guessed. When this happens, the
second person leaves the circle and enters the
third person. This continues until the fourth
person "kills" the third person. Then he leaves
the circle and the third person enters the room. It
continues until the third person thinks he knows
the action, and arrangements and the weapon
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and notifies the group. Sometimes the entire of
the above are perfectly guessed, but sometimes
not even one of the three is guessed.
Variation: Allow participants to make noise, but
not use words. That can help provide
information on crime and weapons and
arrangements.

Remarks party
A person is the host; other three people were
invited to the party. However there is something
special about each guest, thing that the host has
to guess. Maybe he thinks it's a frog, an
astronaut, a river so deep. The guest has to
remember his remarks all the time and has to be
careful not to be too obvious in terms of "his
problem", given that colleagues aim to develop
character. Once the guest has been discovered,
he leaves the party and the game continues until
all three are identified correctly.

Fears party
This game is similar to the game above, but this
time the guest has a fear of something. It may be
a fear of stepping over their feet by other
people, or words that start with the letter C.
Whenever they are confronted with their fears
become hysterical until the shutter goes away.
Once the fear was discovered, the guest heals,
but he remains in the game. Unlike the above
game is a good idea that the guests know their
fears between them so they can use hysteria if
necessary.

One minute, please!
The game coordinator needs a volunteer. This
person sits on a chair facing the rest of the
group, and he will be given a theme from the
group, E.g. pineapple, worm etc. and must speak
about it for a minute without pause, without
repeat or stutter. If he doesn’t keep any of these

rules before a minute he is out of the game, but
if he resists he wins. After one of two things
happens, someone else takes his place and it
will be given a new theme.

T.V. programs
The game coordinator divides the playing space
into 3 areas. Each of these represents a T.V.
channel. Then the game coordinator sits one or
two people to stand in each of the three areas
and says what program they will present e.g.
Talk Show, Weather, News, etc. The
coordinator gives each group a number
corresponding to that channel. Once the game
starts, the game coordinator shouts a number, if
channel number 1 is live, then channels 2 and 3
should stand still. If the game returns to the
channel coordinator is better not to continue
from the exact moment that they stopped.

Auto-stop
The game ccoordinator picks 4 people (A, B, C,
D) and creates a car with the help of the chairs.
(A) is the driver and takes a character e.g.:
businessman. Suddenly he noticed (B) which
auto-stops and he pulls over. (B) is a person
with a very different character e.g.: happy, and
going into the car, he adopts the same state. (A)
is noticing that (C) is doing auto-stop. (C) is
also very different and when you get in the car
(A) and (B) are copying him. This continues
until (D) enters into the car and all four behave
the same. Improvisation can end here or every
person goes out one at a time, (D) first, until the
first person.
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Games based on trust
There are many different exercises based on
trust, but it is important that the group is calm
enough to take the exercise seriously.

Exploring
In pairs. A person must keep their eyes closed or
be blindfolded. Partner team must guide him
through the room. This exercise can be used as a
method to improve the senses, but also includes
more trust on others because the person who is
blindfolded can not touch the partner.

Theseus and the Minotaur
The group is divided into two. Part of the group
will coordinate and others will be coordinated
from one end of the room (they sit at the other
end), while their eyes are closed. Those who
coordinate are appointed in secret to be either
Theseus or Minotaur.
If he is Theseus he must conduct a colleague
from the other team, who sits with his eyes
closed, through some chairs in his way, without
touching any. If he passes successfully this test,
the coordinated person can open their eyes, and
the team named Theseus wins a point.
Minotaur team must claim the team of Theseus
and try to convince those who keep their eyes
closed to trust them, and actually have to steer
them to get into a chair. If they succeed this
their team wins a point.
This game is an interesting way to see if a
particular sex or group is more reliable than the
other. So who stands with eyes closed is asked
“Can I pass you through the chair?”. If the
answer is yes, then he will carefully be guided
through the chairs. However if the answer is no,
then move on to another person. If those sitting

with eyes closed lose confidence in those who
coordinate them he may stop playing at any time
and ask to be changed.

Falling back
In pairs. One of the two stands with hands
stretched to the back of the other. The second on
is falling on the back and one behind him needs
to catch him putting his hands between his chest
and arms. Originally the one to catch the other
person should start by light touch. However,
wile the trust increases he should have high
confidence level, and is important that the
person that leans back to be caught before
making contact with the floor.


